A CASE STUDY IN

window treatment automation

T

he level of sophistication that the Singer’s enjoy is becoming more common. A report by Allied Business
Intelligence Research calculated that the home automation market will reach 11.8 billion dollars in sales in
2015. With lighting, HVAC and window treatments all being organized to operate in orchestra, the beneficial

affect to climate control, daylighting, protection of furnishings, convenience and security makes automation a great
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An Afternoon in Montecito

J

une, 1:00 PM PST, Santa Barbara County California. Santa Cruz Island looks closer than twenty miles off the
coast and the turquoise blue Pacific looks more “Cabo-like” than Californian. The early morning marine layer
has burned off, the sun is high in a clear blue sky, and sailboats are traversing the channel - this is why the Singer

family built their home on this peaceful stretch of Montecito beach. The West facing window wall that dominates
their Great Room provides an unobstructed view of the largest, and most alluring, of the eight Channel Islands.
That view, however, will soon be diminished as the sun’s azimuth swings to the North and she starts her gradual
descent toward the ocean - in two hours the direct solar rays and reflection off the water would overpower anyone
trying to enjoy the view. Extreme light, heat, and
ultraviolet radiation will (or would) soon come
roaring through the Singers’ windows, slowly
deteriorating their collection of contemporary
pastels, polished wood floors and furnishings,
and the legacy of family photographs that
occupy the sun-struck wall. Just a few moments
before the sun finds her acute angle to send light
streaming into the room, cream colored solar
shades silently drop from tiny 3” openings that
run the length of the window wall. In less than
twenty-seconds the glass is completely covered
with a series of motorized shade bands - the
shades would have dropped into place at that
precise moment whether the Singers had been

investment. Motor warranties typically offer five year protection, but the reality is that a motor will last 10 years or
longer; and, when you consider 10 or 15 years of synchronicity like the system designed into the Montecito home, the
savings in reduced damage to their furnishings alone will yield good payback. Homeowners want daylight in their
homes but they do not want damaging sunlight - sunlight is what we see when we face the sun, daylight is what we see
when we turn our back to the sun. Other than expensive Electrochromic Switchable Glass, only motorized shades
will offer the best of both worlds by allowing desirable daylight into a building and then quickly rejecting solar heat
when the windows are directly sun-struck. If motorization is within your clients budget, the enhancement is more
than a luxury, controlling daylight at the level described above improves the building occupants lives. Numerous
architectural case studies indicate that optimizing daylighting improves productivity and has a positive phycological
effect on those who reside within buildings with well thought out fenestration - hospital recovery times are even
reduced because people heal faster when exposed to healthy levels of adjusted natural light. If LEED (Leadership in
Energy & Environmental Design) buildings are the most desirable to work in, doesn’t it make sense that those same
design principles should be sought after where we live?

What is the
Difference
Between
Automation &
Motorization?
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PM recently hosted a training course called
“The Basics of Specifying Automated Window
Coverings”

for

our

Interior

Designer
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Architect clients. The course was presented by Jeff Sinclair
with Hartmann & Forbes and Sinclair did a brilliant job of

home or not because they were all following the

breaking down, and explaining the difference, between

preprogrammed directives of their automation

simple motorization and automation [I will tell you how you

system. Just a few hours before this event, all

can see his presentation at the end of this article]. So what

the shades were rolled up and hidden neatly in
their ceiling pockets for maximum view while
the sun was at its zenith; and a few moments
before that, the shades on the East side of the

is the difference between motorization and automation?
Motorization is just a motor moving something while
automation, according to Jeff, is “using technology to control
and do a job that would otherwise be done manually” A very
simple example of an automated action is a thermostat -

house were unfurled to combat the rising sun

manually turning on your air conditioning or heater every

before diligently rolling themselves up when no

time the temperature needs adjusting seems silly when a

longer needed. When you are passionate about

thermostat will do it for you. To those who live in the world

efficiency and ergonomics - this is what makes
your heart beat a little faster.

of automation, it seems equally silly to walk over to the West
side of your house every afternoon to roll down the shades
when automation will do it for you - or a simple timer or sun
Motorized Roller Shades concealed beneath Motorized Roman
Shades on this west facing Family Room.

sensor will do the trick! The point is that there are so many tasks that can be accomplished by telling your automation system
what to do, and then putting your commands on cruise control, that you can dramatically improve the way your clients live.
Some examples of improved ergonomics through automation are; wake up to soft daylight entering your bedroom rather than an
alarm; create random shade operation while traveling to make your home appear occupied; solar tracking to reduce heat in the
summer and increase heat in the winter; and schedule room darkening functions to coincide with sleep schedules. Motors make
the window treatment go up and down, but without automation, someone still needs to push a button to make the treatment
work.

investing a great deal of time toward learning the different systems and then dedicating yourself to ongoing education. I sat with
some of our team members in a Lutron training room at their very impressive facility in Irvine, California, a number of years
ago when we decided to step up our level of expertise. The class had a few dozen people made up of almost an equal division of
window covering people and A/V integrators and Lutron was encouraging both groups to work together as a team. After two
days at Lutron, I left the training with the distinct impression that the window covering contractors needed the A/V contractors a
whole lot more than the A/V contractors needed us. Motorization at that level was certainly not “easy” and many of the window
covering people who attended the training did not pursue it. Half of the window covering contractors slipped into a state of
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Project Planning

side from the power source (battery, low voltage or line voltage) you will need to make other decisions when project
planning, for instance; should I use hard wired communication controls or radio frequency controls (infrared is less
common) and should we move the shades with dumb motors or smart motors? Although it is simply not good manners

to call someone or something dumb, in this case it is perfectly acceptable and dumb motors have their place - but they are clearly
not as cool as their much smarter cousins. The difference between the two are, for the most part, that a dumb motor only hears
its signal and follows a command (it may be dumb but it’s not stupid) while a smart motor will hear its command and respond by
telling you what it did. For example, if you were to send a command to a dumb motor on the other side of a building, you could not,
with any degree of certainty, know that the motor followed the command because it does not have the capacity to tell you if it is
up, down or somewhere in-between. Smart motors become more desirable as the distance between shades becomes greater and
their quantities increase. Somfy Systems provides a very robust stand alone system called Animeo that can control up to 6,400
shades! Some of the decisions you will need to make may be self-evident and driven by the size of the project. If there is a home
automation system, you may find that A/V Contractors are most comfortable using
wired communication vs. radio communication because of reliability concerns. Radio
signals are not only diminished when traveling long distances, but can also be affected
by electronic equipment that might confuse the signals. However, we have successfully
used both radio and direct wiring when designing systems on large buildings and
collaboration with the A/V Contractor is integral to successfully completing a project.
Of equal importance is understanding the dimensional requirements of each product
and application, especially when supporting the architectural and building team during
the design stage - providing good information to the team while the building is being
designed will result in a finished project like the home referenced above. Some of the
most elegant designs are those where shades magically appear out of hidden pockets
at the top of window and door openings, and then silently fill the aperture with shade
material - the result is not only dramatic but very effective. When designing systems
where everything is concealed, small fractions make a big difference and being able to
calculate stack and roll up dimensions on drapery and shades is an important part of
the process. At WPM, we work directly with the Architect in developing their drawings
and then meet with the various contractors on site to verify that everything is correct so
that there are no surprises on installation day. Here is an embedded link that describes
our planning process and contains footage from some of our motorized projects http://
Power, communication wire and brackets are
installed before the walls are sealed up.

bit.ly/1sgmpGr

narcosis toward the end of day one. This is not to say that Lutron’s training was not clear and comprehensive, to the contrary, it
was all that and more and the trainer was very patient with the confused window covering students in the class. The truth is, that
motorization at a very high level is just not easy unless you have a technical background. At WPM we continued our relationship
with Lutron and still return to their training classes to keep up with their technology - as well as MechoShade, Somfy, Q Motion
and the other motorization leaders in our industry. If you want to move beyond very simple one or two shade battery powered
projects, you simply must be willing to invest time and resources into ongoing training and develop a relationships with a number
of manufacturers - no one company can do it all and the companies who you may be most familiar with might not be able to
supply you with what you need.

QMotion - Every Design Starts
with a Person.

T

his article would be incomplete without setting space aside for QMotion.
QMotion Advanced Shading Systems is to battery powered shades
what Tesla is to battery powered automobiles. That is to say, QMotion

has taken battery powered shades to a whole new level and completely changed
the game. The founder, Willis Mullet, was exposed to motorized shades while
building a home in Florida in 2000. He started investigating battery powered
systems that could be used for window protection during hurricanes and
that led to him studying other battery operated window treatments. Mullet
had an abundance of south facing glass and was not satisfied with what was
on the market at the time and so he did what most of us dream about doing
when we can’t find what we are looking for - he just invented his own. Now
granted most of us are not CEO’s of a large company with a lab and technical
department at our disposal; nor are most of us as clever as Mullet. He might
not have looked beyond what was available on the market when he built his
home had there been an adequate battery powered system that satisfied his
requirements, but there was not. The battery powered shades available were
noisy and could not handle large openings. The years that followed Mullet’s
disappointing experience trying to procure satisfactory shades did not see
many improvements in battery powered treatments. Many of us in the industry
considered battery powered shades nothing more than “toys” until Mullet’s
prototypes were developed and reached the market in 2012 through his newly
formed company (he has since sold his other company). Along with their much
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Find The Right Suppliers to
Partner With

ou may have heard from some manufacturers that motorization is easy - right? Well, it is and it isn’t - it all depends on
where you are starting from and to what level you want to take your expertise. This article is intended to explain some of
what is possible with motorization rather than to instruct anyone how to motorize. It would be unreasonable for someone

to expect they might learn complex motorization by reading a magazine article. Instead, learning advanced motorization requires

talked about spring system that allows them to lift very large shades, QMotion
recognized that the best place to conceal their batteries was in the roller tube
- making satellite battery packs obsolete. The idea of hiding batteries in the
roller tube makes such good sense, that we wonder why the design was not
obvious to an existing manufacturer years ago. Since launching their roller
shade product, Mullet’s very robust engineering team has developed a number
of other innovative motorized products that include horizontal blinds, cellular
shades and drapery rods - and all of their products allow manual operation if

You will not find a motor on either side of QMotion’s
drapery rod - it is hidden inside!

your remote is not within reach. QMotion’s products also communicate with third party automation systems and are operable
by way of a smart phone or tablet with their Qsync system and QMotion App for iOS and Android. They recently designed a
unique motorized drapery rod that uses a moving helix design on the outside of the rod to traverse drapery rings - the initial
thought came to Mullet while he was in France where he saw a baroque drapery rod and wondered “What would happen if I put
a gear on that rod and turned it?” What happened was something very special. You can learn more about their new motorized
drapery rod by watching their video on Qmotionshades.com.

Motorized Shades appear
from within the walls of this
Montecito Estate.

Back At The Singer’s House

T

he Singer’s are running late and stuck in Friday afternoon traffic out of Los Angeles. They have invited out of town
guests to spend the weekend, and their friends, who landed an hour ago in Santa Barbara, are just now pulling up in their
driveway - the Singer’s are two hours away. As her husband drives, Mrs. Singer accesses their automation system from

her phone and disarms the alarm, she also turns on the entertainment system that plays music throughout the house & patio, and
sends a command to unlock the front door so their friends can relax and enjoy the ocean view until they arrive. It will be a late
night tonight at the Singer home with much catching up between old friends - but everyone can sleep in because the shades are
scheduled to raise two hours later than they normally would during the work week. Life
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is good.
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